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Beyond Type One

Lisa Hanimov

At first glance individuals may not consider living with Type 
One diabetes (T1D) to include a whole range of literacies, 
however in this article, Hanimov explains how T1D is 
innately and naturally a form of literacy. She shares how 
her diabetes literacies emerged overtime encapsulating 
new relationships, medical tools, and becoming self-aware 
to help support her health.

When I look at food, I don’t mindlessly admire it and haphazardly get to 
shove it in my mouth. I see sugar, in the form of  carbohydrates, plotted on a 
multidimensional graph with proteins and fat and serving sizes and sickness 
and exercise and needles piercing into my triceps. I didn’t always do this. 
Before I received the diagnosis that I had Type 1 diabetes (T1D), I saw food 
as food and ate it as such—simply, casually, with no real thought attached. 
<PM�[XZQVO�WN �Ua�\PQZL�OZILM�aMIZ��L]ZQVO�Ua�ÅZ[\�.TWZQLI�KWUXZMPMV[Q^M�
assessment text (FCAT), I began to drink an excess amount of  water—not 
JMKI][M�1�_I[�VMZ^W][�IJW]\�\M[\QVO��J]\�\W�ÅTT�Ua�Y]MVKP�NWZ�\PQZ[\� \PI\�
_I[�VM^MZ�[I\Q[ÅML��<PM�UI[[�KWV[]UX\QWV�WN �_I\MZ� TMIL� \W�Ua�JTILLMZ�
always being full, which meant I became familiar with using the restroom. 
The deciding factor was when I no longer could contain my bladder and 
woke multiple times throughout the night to urinate. Thirsty, hungry, and 
tired, I began to put on weight which was unusual since I was eating well 
balanced meals along with getting regular amounts of  exercise. On March 
9th, 2010, it was decided that I would be admitted into the hospital, and 
since that day, I would have to forever execute formulas, memorize where to 
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give myself  injections, and grasp the function 
of  machinery to give myself  the ability to live 
a considerably normal life.

For readers of  the Grassroots Writing 
:M[MIZKP� 2W]ZVIT, an article about living as 
a diabetic might not seem, at first glance, 
to be very connected to studying literate 
activity. But the fact is that to live with 
Type 1 diabetes is to become aware of, and 
involved in a whole range of  new literacies. 
In the remainder of  this article, I’d like to 
share a description of  how my LQIJM\M[�TQ\MZIKQM[ 
have emerged over time. These literacies 
include awareness of  my symptoms, reading 
and understanding information about my 
condition, and using a range of  medical tools 
to help support my health.

To live with Type 1 diabetes, I have to be constantly aware of  my 
insulin, a hormone produced in the pancreas that unlocks your cells so they 
can use the energy in your food, which circulates in your blood as glucose. 
A healthy person’s pancreas pumps out insulin in exact, perfect doses, 
masterfully managing the level of  available glucose so that it never rises too 
high, which could lead to many complications, or too low, which could kill 
you on the spot. My pancreas, however, doesn’t make insulin. It can’t. For 
ZMI[WV[�VW�WVM�KIV�N]TTa�M`XTIQV��Ua�W_V�QUU]VM�[a[\MU�SQTTML�Wٺ�\PM�*M\I�
2 cells that produce it. That’s what Type 1 diabetes is—an autoimmune 
disease in which your body turns against itself. It’s frequently confused with 
the more prevalent form of  diabetes, known as Type 2, but the diseases are 
not the same. Unlike Type 2, Type 1 diabetes can’t be prevented or managed 
_Q\P�LQM\��M`MZKQ[M�WZ�WZIT�UMLQKI\QWV[��1V[\MIL��Q\�ZMY]QZM[�IZ\QÅKQIT�QV[]TQV��
through injections, not pills, to stay alive. Before insulin was discovered in 
�!����<aXM���LQIJM\M[�_I[�I�\MZUQVIT�LQ[MI[M��<WLIa��IZ\QÅKQIT�QV[]TQV�UMIV[�
that a Type 1 diagnosis is not a death sentence. But living with diabetes 
takes much more than simply giving yourself  shots. It requires constant, 
unwavering attention to your meals, lifestyle, and medications. Even the 
most conscientious person with diabetes will never achieve the balance that 
I�PMIT\Pa�XIVKZMI[�MٺWZ\TM[[Ta�UIQV\IQV[�� 1N � 1� \ISM� \WW�U]KP� QV[]TQV��Ua�
blood sugar will drop too low; my body will sweat and tremble; I will become 
anxious, irritable, and confused. If  I don’t quickly eat something to give my 
body the glucose it needs—or, worse, if  it’s the middle of  the night and I am 
too deeply asleep to notice the warnings I could lapse into seizures, become 

Literate Activity

1V�PQ[�IZ\QKTM��¹=VZI^MTQVO�¹?ZQ\QVOº"�
Interweaving Maverick Literacies 
Throughout a Literate Life,” in 
the spring 2021 issue (11.2) in the 
/ZI[[ZWW\[�?ZQ\QVO�:M[MIZKP�2W]ZVIT, 
Kevin Roozen explains that Paul 
8ZQWZ�LM^MTWXML�\PM�\MZU�¹TQ\MZI\M�
activity” (1998, p. 138) to describe all 
of  the many ways that texts are part 
of  people’s lived experiences in the 
world. It extends beyond our typical 
QLMI[�IJW]\�¹ZMILQVOº�IVL�¹_ZQ\QVOº�
to include the broad range of  
practices and processes we employ in 
the creation and use of  a wide array 
of  texts.
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unconscious, and never wake up. I am fortunate to have grown up in an era 
where diabetes has become easier to manage. With our society becoming 
more aware and with advancements in technology, my mother can now sleep 
TM[[�IV`QW][Ta��1�PI^M�M^WT^ML�NZWU�_PMZM�1�ÅZ[\�[\IZ\ML�\_MT^M�aMIZ[�IOW��J]\�1�
[\QTT�ZMTa�WV�\PM�\ZILQ\QWVIT�NWZU]TI[�IVL�KITK]TI\QWV[�\W�PMTX�ÅOP\�NWZ�Ua�TQNM�

Another literate activity that I’ve had to become familiar with, is 
correctly using the medical tools I use to keep my diabetes under control. 
To function properly, diabetics inject insulin through the bloodstream. 
But before you implant the needle, you have to make sure you prime the 
[aZQVOM��X]UX�\PM�XT]VOMZ��ÅTT�]X�\PM�JIZZMT�_Q\P�\PM�IXXZWXZQI\M�IUW]V\�
of  insulin, tap out all the air bubbles, have a person nearby to double check 
your calculations, and then the needle is ready to be instilled into the desired 
disinfected area. To begin my transition from never owning my own needles 
\W�JMKWUQVO�ML]KI\ML�WV�PW_�\W�QVRMK\�Ua[MTN��Ua�LWK\WZ[�OI^M�UM�I�¹*IO�
of  Hope�º This bag embodied useful resources that helped me navigate the 
challenging period of  adjusting to a life with T1D. Along with educational 
materials, a special friend—Rufus, the Bear with Diabetes—was also a part 
WN �\PQ[�I[[MUJTIOM��)T\PW]OP�:]N][�Q[�I�TQNMTM[[�[\]ٺML�IVQUIT��PM�_I[�\PM�
ÅZ[\�\IVOQJTM�MTMUMV\�\PI\�[PW_ML�UM�1�_I[�VW\�ITWVM�_PQTM�TMIZVQVO�\W�\ISM�
shots and test for blood sugars. Rufus is a teddy bear of  the classic design, but 
he sports a diabetic alert bracelet and has red patches on his paws to show 
_PMZM�\PM�ÅVOMZ�XZQKS[�[PW]TL�JM�LWVM��7\PMZ�KWTWZML�XI\KPM[�WV�PQ[�JWLa�
indicate where he should take his shots (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Rufus, the bear with Type One Diabetes.
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:]N][�_I[�\PM�ÅZ[\�KWVKMX\�1�PIL�\W�UI[\MZ��M^MV�JMNWZM�\PM�NWZU]TI[��
The doctors gave me saline—a solution that consist of  salt and water—and 
extra syringes so I could practice giving shots to Rufus before executing them 
on myself. I learned the proper regions where shots should be injected and 
\PM�JMVMÅ\[�WN �ZW\I\QVO�Ua�QV[MZ\QWV[�\W�ITTW_�Ua�ZI_�\Q[[]M�\W�PI^M�I�JZMIS��
1\�IUIbM[�UM�\PI\�I�[\]ٺML��U]\ML�JMIZ�_I[�IV�QV[\Z]UMV\IT�NWZKM�QV�Ua�
TQNM�\PI\�WٺMZML�UM�[\ZMVO\P�IVL�[]XXWZ\��:]N][�NWZM[PILW_ML�\PM�\ZIQVQVO��
education, discipline, and life altering experiences I would later encounter.

No insulin dose comes without a calculation. What and how much I 
KWV[]UM�PI[�\W�JM�M[\IJTQ[PML�JMNWZM�1�MI\��<PMZM�IZM�NW]Z�LQٺMZMV\�\aXM[�WN �
injections to learn about: carbohydrate coverage at a meal, high blood sugar 
correction dose, total meal dose, and total daily insulin requirement (Lantus). 
First, you have to understand that no two diabetics will be entirely similar. A 
diabetic’s correction ratio, carb ratio, and target ratio is determined with an 
endocrinologist, a doctor who deals with all biochemical processes that make 
your body work. These doctors make calculations based on the patient’s 
weight, height, fitness level, and an individual’s true habit of  diabetic 
maintenance. There is no guarantee that what your doctor assigns will work 
perfectly, so with trial and error the patient is able to see what works best for 
them and their lifestyle. In my beginning stages, these formulas were foreign 
to my knowledge, and I heavily relied on my mother until I was fully capable 
of  taking responsibility for myself. With my life constantly being on the line, 
it was mandatory that I followed my mother’s instructions. At home the task 
of  staying alive was much simpler and less uneasy; however, when I began to 
attend school again this mission made me nervous.

.WZ\]VI\MTa��_M�_MZM�QVNWZUML�\W�ZMY]M[\�I�����XTIV�NZWU�Ua�[KPWWT�
administration so together we could develop formal plans to give me the 
proper support I needed. By law, I was given accommodations to drink juice 
in class, use the bathroom as desired, take injections at lunch and have a 
personal nurse. Even with the presence of  a nurse around me, my mother 
handwrote lunch notes that corresponded to what I was eating. The notes 
always included the total carbohydrates, as well as how much insulin to inject 
for the meal (Figures 2 and 3).

These daily notes cushioned my shift back into school; the full weight 
of  TID was not yet fully on my shoulders. Over my elementary and middle 
school years, I developed habits to nourish my body while learning to accept 
this new lifestyle. This process of  adapting meant that not only did I have 
to learn a whole new range of  literacies, as did my mother, but we used 
additional kinds of  new literacies to make adults at my school aware of  the 
situation.
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In addition, my mother and I together developed literacies that helped 
us both feel safer. Up until I went back to school, my mother and I were 
inseparable. The fear of  death lingering over our shoulders made it more 
impossible to detach from one another, which is why these lunch notes were 
so important. My mother was able to keep an eye on me through the nurse 
knowing I was injecting properly. This helped me to become more self-
reliant.

At age 11 I was introduced to a new approach in caring for my diabetes 
IVL�_I[�KWIKPML�WV�PW_�\W�][M�IV�IZ\QÅKQIT�XIVKZMI[��.ZWU�\PM�JMOQVVQVO�
of  the changeover, I immediately saw a decrease in my A1C—a test that 
measures what percentage of  your hemoglobin, a protein in red blood cells 
that carries oxygen, is coated with sugar (glycated). The higher your A1C 
level, the poorer your blood sugar control is and the risk for complications 
QV\MV[QÅM[��<PQ[�OWLTa�UIKPQVM�M`MK]\M[�ITT�\PM�NWZU]TI[�NWZ�UM��PI[�QV[]TQV�
storage, personalized settings, alarms and requires a new insertion roughly 
M^MZa�\PZMM�LIa[��6W_�1�KIV�PI^M�ÆM`QJQTQ\a�IVL�ILIX\IJQTQ\a�QV�Ua�TQNM�\W�
perform the activities I enjoy and my favorable tendency for spontaneity 
are now more acceptable. When I moved to insulin pump therapy with 
Animus Ping in 2012, which uses Dexcom Graphs, though I would still 
continue to monitor, it was so liberating to be free of  guessing and hoping 
the insulin delivered by my needles would work as I expected. The pump 
gave me freedom to be the most metabolically normal I had felt in years. 

Figures 2 and 3: Examples of  the daily lunch notes my mother would write.
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As technology progressed my pump had advanced and is now integrated 
with my Dexcom CGM. CGMs are continuous glucose monitors which 
KWV[\IV\Ta�\ZIKS[�JTWWL�[]OIZ[�\W�Ua�XPWVM�WZ�X]UX��.QO]ZM[���IVL����

)�[MV[WZ�OM\[�XT]VOML�\PZW]OP�\PM�ÅZ[\� TIaMZ�WN �[SQV��ZMIKPQVO�JTWWL�
vessels and situates there for about ten days. Connecting to the sensor is a 
transmitter that records blood glucose levels via Bluetooth to detect patterns 
and falls in blood sugar, alerting when my levels are on the rise, or when it’s 
heading low. The Dexcom was a challenge to become familiar with in the 

Figures 4: Example of  my Dexcom CGM blood sugar readings.

.QO]ZM��"�-`IUXTM�WN �Ua�,M`KWU�
CGM blood sugar readings.
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JMOQVVQVO��)�VM_�JTWWL�[]OIZ�_W]TL�JM�XTW\\ML�WV\W�\PM�OZIXP�M^MZa�Å^M�
minutes, with arrows displaying what direction my glucose was heading in.

All of  these texts can be considered literary inscriptions, which Latour 
and Woolgar (1979) describe in their book 4IJWZI\WZa�4QNM, as more than just 
the traditional things people might think of  as texts. Lucas Weber (2018), 
in an unpublished classroom paper, discussed the concept of  inscriptions, 
and he was able to conclude that literacy is everywhere. Weber continues 
to say that he believes that the charts and handwritten inscriptions evident 
in aviation are a prime example of  an extension of  literacy, which I can 
advocate for. Latour and Woolgar (1978) discuss the complicated literacies 
that take place in laboratories, including the kinds of  reading of  machinery 
that are involved in my diabetic literacies. Although the graphs that I am 
reading are electronic and no handwriting is required from me, learning to 
ZMIL�KPIZ\[�IVL�]VLMZ[\IVL�\PMU�[PW]TL�LMÅVQ\MTa�JM�KWV[QLMZML�I�TQ\MZI\M�
activity. There is so much to grasp and determine from glancing at my 
,M`KWU�OZIXP��1�ZMUMUJMZ�OM\\QVO�Ua�ÅZ[\�X]UX�_PMV�1�_I[�QV�MTMUMV\IZa�
[KPWWT��IVL�\PQVSQVO�¹?W_��Ua�TQNM�TQ\MZITTa�Z]V[�WV�JI\\MZQM[�VW_�º�<PI\�
being said, I am always unsettled by the fact that these devices can fail, and 
I would be in trouble. Having a backup plan in mind is not unusual with the 
circumstances I live with, so I am grateful to have my roots of  computing all 
the formulas by hand.

Type One diabetes has taught me that diabetes, in and of  itself, is a 
form of  literacy. I had to learn how to read my body and then act upon what 
I was feeling. To this day, I have pump complications and have to resort to 
using my syringes until the problem is resolved. Technology has made living 
with T1D less of  a burden for both me and my loved ones. However, I am 
grateful to have spent a few years without the technology to really acquire 
an appreciation for the advancements and become more in tune with my 
diabetes.
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